SENATE REFORM IN CANADA:  
THE CASE FOR AN ELECTED SENATE
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Senate reform is an issue that has been a topic of discussion and debate in Canada’s political sphere for almost as long as Canada has existed as a country. The Canadian Senate is an institution formed at the time of Confederation, and its structure, role, and composition embody the spirit of compromise that laid the foundation for Canada to come into existence. Unfortunately, the Senate that was established a century and a half ago is now an institution that has failed to evolve in order to adequately serve the needs of Canada and its modern day political reality. This research paper will explore the role of the Senate and the reasoning for its creation. In addition, this paper will argue in favour of Senate reform and it will examine the advantages for Canada that establishing an Upper House of Parliament that is elected, equal, and effective may have.

Arguably there is no institution in Canada that has attracted more criticism and calls for reform than the Senate. The predicament of the Senate is quite curious considering the fact it was key to the confederation of Canada. Established by the authors of the constitution, the Senate was intended to be a chamber of ‘sober second thought’ and a forum to represent the minority voices across the country. But the very nature of the institution led to criticism from its very inception. The Senate is composed of unelected senators, appointed by the Prime Minister, and they keep their seats to the age of 75. This arrangement has led to a “Triple deficit” in which the Senate is now lacking legitimacy, integrity, and democracy. Today the Senate couldn’t be further from what the Fathers of Confederation (in this paper also referred to as ‘Fathers’) intended as it now merely acts as a stamp of approval to the House of Commons. Senate reform is long overdue, and it is time Canada
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established an elected Upper House of Parliament. Canada has evolved immensely from the country created in 1867, and the Senate needs to be able to reflect this. In 1867 the understanding of democracy was different, so it’s possible to see how the original design of the Senate has resulted in the institution’s modern problems. Canada needs a Senate similar to that of Australia and based on the ‘Triple E’ principles; therefore, this paper will argue that an elected Senate with fair representation across Canada is needed to improve Canadian democracy and to finally re-establish effective checks and balances in Parliament.

The Canadian Senate was an integral component in the discussions that took place among the Fathers of Confederation over a century and half ago. The establishment of the Upper House was of such immense importance to the Fathers of Confederation that not establishing the Senate would have been a “deal breaker”, leading to the end of negotiations. The establishment of an Upper House was intended to be a check and balance for the powers of the House of Commons and Cabinet. At the time it was believed that the members of the Commons, Senate, and Cabinet would be prone to desires of increasing their wealth and power. The underlying theory of the Westminster model is that good governance is derived from bringing together the perspectives of three different actors; the monarchy, aristocracy and the democratic commons. The pessimistic reasoning of the theory regards “Cabinet ministers as potential tyrants, the ambitious leaders in the lower house as potential demagogues, and senators as potential oligarchs”. With all three branches acting in their own self-interest it was believed there’d be a system of checks in place and thus an aversion of despotism by “the one, the few, and the many”. The Fathers were well aware of the various types of upper houses around the world, having cited various constitutions. But the underlying theory of the Westminster model led to the creation of the Senate as a non-hereditary but appointed body, with an age and property requirement to fortify aristocratic like control by well-educated elites. For the Fathers, the Senate had the duty to delay and obstruct legislation deemed to be too radical or oppressive of minorities. Interestingly the Fathers of Confederation did not use the word ‘democracy’ to describe this arrangement they had created, because ‘democracy’ means doing
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what the majority wants. The Senate was to be a house where the diversity of the minority populations and the various interests of the confederated provinces would be reflected. The Fathers of Confederation had well meaning, and for their time, liberal intentions with the Senate. Unfortunately, the institution they created has failed to fulfil its duty due to the flaws of its design.

It is then from the history of the Senate’s creation that we find the root cause for all its ills today. The Senate lacks the ability to evolve with an ever changing Canada, the institution has seat allocations which divide Canada into four regions with 24 seats each (plus a few seats for Newfoundland and the three territories). The population growth of Western Canada since Confederation, and the inability of the Senate to accommodate this has led to severe under representation in the Upper House for the West, especially the provinces of British Columbia and Alberta. Furthermore, the Senate being an institution of patronage appointments, where senators serve until the age of 75, has led to a complete loss of accountability, resulting in numerous scandals. The issues have accumulated into the Senate now suffering from a massive deficit of legitimacy, with critics saying it represents no one. The Senate is cursed by having been designed specifically for the Canada of 1867. The Senate was designed for a time where Canadian society was much less egalitarian than today and more deferential to authority. The diversity that the Fathers intended on protecting in 1867 is no longer reflected in the reality of modern Canadian society because Canada has become increasingly more diverse over the past century and half. The Fathers of Confederation were all, as the name obviously suggests, old men. To them ‘diversity’ consisted of Europeans only, and the minority they wanted to protect was only that of the White, Catholic, Francophones in Quebec. In fact women, First Nations peoples, and non-Europeans were entirely excluded from the process of confederation. It is hard to imagine that any one of the 36 Fathers would have imagined in 1867 that the country they created would go on to pioneer the concept of multiculturalism, and therefore become one of the most religiously, culturally, ethnically and, linguistically diverse countries on earth. By looking at the history, how can the Senate possibly be an effective institution, capable of protecting diversity and minorities?
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By having a system in which appointments to the Senate are made by a Prime Minister who formed government based on the majority, makes true and fair representation of minorities impossible. This is proven by the history of Canadian parliamentary firsts. Whether it be racial minorities like Asian-Canadians, religious minorities like Sikh-Canadians, the LGBT community, or even Women, what is common among all the aforementioned minority groups is the duration of time it took for them to receive representation in the Senate. The first person from each of those minority groups was appointed to the Senate well over a decade after the first member from those communities was elected to the House of Commons. This is clear evidence that leaving the representation of minority groups to be at the will of the Prime Minister has not worked. In addition, by having an Upper House which has no democratic legitimacy, the House of Commons which acts on behalf of the majority, has become the sole house with power in Parliament. The design choices made 150 years ago have led to a complete failure of the vision of the Fathers of Confederation. The Senate is now more than ever in dire need of reform. An elected Senate with equal representation across Canada could effectively serve all Canadians, and it would check the power of the majority in the House of Commons thus improving Canadian democracy.

The immense power that the House of Commons now wields is precisely what a system of bicameralism in Canada was supposed to avoid. Bicameralism implied a “class-based fear of democracy, or mob rule, [which is] inherent in the mixed government tradition.” The Senate is in dire need of reform in order for the institution to be able to fulfill its intended purpose of being a check and balance to the legislative powers of the Cabinet and Commons. The solution to the problems plaguing the Senate isn’t as simple as abolishing it. The Senate is an important piece of the country’s constitutional frame work. And in a time where the power of the Prime Minister is only increasing, abolishing or even leaving the Senate as is, would obviously be a very unwise and careless course of action. The Senate cannot remain as an unelected chamber because the current arrangement has allowed the power of the Prime Minister to grow so great that some people have referred to Canada as an “elective dictatorship.” Abolishing the Senate is similarly an awful proposition, as evidenced by the fact that “virtually all other major federations of any significant size have found it necessary to establish and maintain bicameral federal legislatures.” Of the few unicameral legislatures around the world most have not fared well for minority groups. Federations with a single house have
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resulted in the dominance of majority groups and increased the insecurity of minorities.\textsuperscript{31} In federations with a single house there has been a detrimental impact on getting a consensus on issues with the diverse groups that compose a federation.\textsuperscript{32} That is why only an elected Senate would allow the institution to effectively serve its intended purpose of representing minorities, which in a modern and multicultural Canada couldn’t be of more importance.

Only the ‘Triple E’; “elected, equal, and effective”\textsuperscript{33} proposition for Senate reform will be able to fix the institution and allow for fair representation. The Senate being an appointed body has led to Prime Ministers appointing people based on patronage due to past partisan work.\textsuperscript{34} An elected Senate is needed in order to restore the chamber’s capacity for dissent and ‘sober second thought’. Due to being appointed, Senators lack democratic legitimacy, and are unable to adequately represent the people of Canada.\textsuperscript{35} Senators elected either directly or indirectly (by provincial legislatures) would be able to effectively stand up for regional interests and challenge the power and the rule of the majority in the Commons. The importance of ‘Triple E’ is further evident with how Canada is currently experiencing a shift in the concentration of the country’s population. The population of Western Canada is increasing\textsuperscript{36} while in the Maritimes it is decreasing.\textsuperscript{37} Since the Senate has a fixed number of seats for each Canadian region, as the population of the already underrepresented West increases the proportion of representation will inevitably decrease. Reforming the Senate and making it an elected house could also, so to speak, be like ‘killing two birds with one stone’. An elected Senate would finally resolve the issues of Senate reform, and it could be the solution to electoral reform as well. The Senate could become the chamber of Parliament that is elected proportionally. This system would not only allow for regional representation; it would also allow minority voices to potentially gain seats in Parliament without being impeded by ‘first past the post’. This system would be quite similar to the Senate of Australia, which would be a great model for Canada to adopt.

Australia’s Senate was the first popularly elected Upper House in the world, and it is currently the chamber of Australia’s Parliament that is elected proportionally.\textsuperscript{38} Following Australia, Canada could create a system in which the Senate would serve as a contrasting institution to the Commons. The House of Commons could be the
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chamber for representing the majority, while the Senate through proportional representation and equal distribution of seats could serve as a forum for the voices of all regions and minorities. Those who are against adopting an Australia like system base their argument on the fear that the Canadian Senate would dominate Parliament. This fear is unfounded, because despite being elected the Australian Senate’s primary purpose is still legislative review. This is due to the fact that “one of the fundamental tenets of the Westminster system is that the lower house constitutes the confidence chamber.” Instead, what should be feared are the propositions to either abolish the Senate or to keep it as is, because those options would only weaken Canadian democracy. So if Canada were to follow the Australian example, the Canadian Senate’s duty for legislative review would not be altered by elections and Canada would adopt a vibrant healthy democracy. In addition, those who oppose the Australian model often cite increased deadlock as their primary concern. But they fail to realise that the entire point of an elected Senate is to counter and to stand guard against unwarranted government action. The recent changes to the national anthem of Canada are a prime example of the power a government can wield thanks to the current system. The anthem was changed without consultation or consensus of Canadians, yet there was nothing the unelected Senate could do to counter the will of the government other than to delay the passage of the bill. That is why an elected Senate is a great proposition. What such an arrangement would do is create a system of checks and balances, and it would limit the power of the Prime Minister. This is evident with how the Australian Senate’s elected and equal representation is effective because “there is no question that the Australian Senate can stop government in its policy tracks and force a compromise”. Reforming the Senate to allow it to gain legitimacy and power, would help to preserve the rights of all Canadians from across the country. It would be a great system to hear the voices of minority groups and those in lesser populated areas. It would also check the power of the Commons and Cabinet thus ultimately contribute to the betterment of the Canadian Democracy.

The Senate is an institution that has faced harsh criticism for over a century, and it’s about time the institution is reformed. Canada has evolved immensely since 1867, with power now resting solely in the hands of the people. 150 years of evolution has resulted in the current arrangement where the House of Commons is the sole institution with legitimacy to make legislation. The Senate today is facing a ‘triple deficit’ and only elections can fix that. An elected and equal Senate modeled on Australia’s example would allow for a complementary arrangement with the Commons as the voice of the majority, and the Senate as the voice for
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minorities. Leaving the Senate as is or abolishing it is a careless course of action. An elected Senate is an absolute must, for Canada to have a vibrant and healthy modern democracy. The Fathers of Confederation had admirable intentions with wanting to protect the rights of minorities and all Canadian regions. Unfortunately, the arrangement they created with an appointed Senate has failed to work. The Senate needs to be fair, elected and, effective in order to represent all Canadians. A Senate that works is 150 years overdue.
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